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Joe is so comfortable with the ball he doesn't even need to use his hands. (AP 

photo)

The key issue facing the Hawks has nothing to do with Mike Woodson. Either he finds another job — which 

would be convenient for the Atlanta Spirit, which has known enough messes — or Rick Sund gets around, wink 

wink, to “deciding,” but Woody’s not coming back. Joe Johnson might, if …

The debate: Can Johnson, under a different coach, be persuaded to play without the ball in his hands so 

much? If the determination is that he can’t, the Hawks will have deep reservations about spending top dollar to 

keep him. If the determination is that he can, they’ll make every effort to re-lasso Joe.

The early thinking is that Johnson could well be inclined to back off the Iso-Joes that have both lifted (in the 

regular season) and limited (in the playoffs) this team. As a younger man, he wasn’t the focal point of the 

Phoenix Suns’ offense: He was the fourth option behind Steve Nash, Amare Stoudemire and Shawn Marion. 

And Johnson and Mike Bibby formed a lovely, if irregular, partnership in 2008-2009.

Bibby is a point guard only by the loosest definition. He’s effective in orchestrating the break — he deals nice 

half-court lobs on the move, which is a big deal if you’re playing with Josh Smith — but in the Hawks’ halfcourt 

sets he was the receiver, not the initiator. He’d station himself on the perimeter while Johnson went into his 

back-’em-in routine.
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And then, just when you were certain the possession would end in another J.J. fadeaway, he’d look up and 

find Bibby in the corner or on the wing. My guess isthat roughly half of Bibby’s 167 treys in 2008-2009 came off 

Johnson feeds. (Fun fact: Joe had 455 assists that season; Bibby, the titular point guard, had 392.)

But things changed. With Jamal Crawford on the roster, Bibby became the first starter to sit. (He averaged 

seven fewer minutes a game.) And Crawford, like Johnson, needs the ball. Joe’s assists dropped by nearly 

one per game, and he and the NBA’s best sixth man often seemed to play at cross-purposes.

On Monday even Woodson, who’s a Bibby defender, suggested Bibby is no longer an NBA starter and that 

Jeff Teague, who played no significant minutes as a rookie, is “the future.” Whoever coaches the Hawks next 

season, Teague figures to enter training camp as the No. 1 point guard. And he’s not one who’ll be content to 

stand off to the side and wait for Johnson to do something. He’ll need the ball.

If Teague is as gifted as the Hawks believe, he and Johnson could form a famous partnership — provided 

Joe’s OK with it. Again, the belief is that Joe isn’t a ball hog by nature: By default, he fell into the habit here of 

taking every big shot, and Woodson became his enabler. But now Smith and Al Horford have grown up and 

Crawford just averaged 18 points without starting a game, and this team doesn’t need Joe to do every single 

thing.

(Which might suit him fine. NBA speculation holds that Johnson might be willing to join Dwyane Wade or 

LeBron James as a wingman somewhere next season, which doesn’t suggest an ego run amok. On the 

contrary.)

I’ve known the Mike Gearons, Sr. and Jr., for 25 years, and the point the two have made most consistently is 

the need for ball movement. (This dates back to the Dominique days, when the ball didn’t always move.) It 

might not have been his intention, but Johnson came to be ball-stopper, and Woodson seemed disinclined to 

change him.

Now the principal basketball men among this ownership, the Gearons have a clear vision as to what needs to 

happen. The guess is that Sund shares that belief. Iso-Joe rescued this franchise from oblivion, but it has 

taken the team as far as it can. Still, that doesn’t mean Joe Johnson’s time here is done: If he’s amenable to 

doing a bit less, there’s a chance he and these Hawks can still do more.
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